ACROSSs

1, 6 BT is showing a football match? (7,9)  
5 Welcome hug (7)  
9, 18 down Body set up for the convenience of the monarch? (5,7)  
10 Dispensed with posh bloke, having no time for drunk (9)  
11 Officer learns but gets confused (9)  
12 Miserabilist notes shocking rendition of Grieg's 1st (5)  
13 When one goes third instead of last, letter is delivered (5)  
15 Assessors work on sign that all can see inside (9)  
18 Returning French noble otherwise listed as the most soft and plump! (9)  
19 Baby starts to encourage me – that's a sign (5)  
21 No “f” in amusement, right? That's useless (5)  
23 Bizarrely loved European city stadium (9)  
25 Roni calls about the ringing noises! (9)  
26 Grab support when told (5)  
27 Payment for records with hesitation during – and after (4,3)  
28 Bingo! Changing sides is in keeping with Italian dish (7)  

DOWN

1 Against partner’s education (7)  
2 Follow management on the back of a lorry (9)  
3 One talks of herb in rustic scene (5)  
4 Clear example of fixed charge (9)  
5 Delicate aspect of chapel finances (5)  
6 See 1 across  
7 Council official loses fellow in wood (5)  
8 Perpetua? (7)  
14 Settle with all reformed gossips (9)  
16 Betting system Aristotle invented (9)  
17 Withdrawn? Still, there's much treasure to be found within (9)  
18 See 9  
20 Mr Oates playing the expert (7)  
22 Government department has suspicious meeting (5)  
23 Rev needs volume and space (5)  
24 Principally, Dorset controls Sandbanks (5)